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About Standard Theme Customize

Document Purpose

Following 4 types of themes are provided on intra-mart Accel Platform.

Standard Theme
Standard (Simple)
v5 Compatible
v6 Compatible

For the theme modules other than Standard (Simple), some color variations are offered.

However, by just using the theme modules that are provided, it is not possible to meet such requirements as using the theme
module that has your corporate color or using your company’s logo. In order to meet these requirements, [ Standard Theme
Customize ] is provided, which allows you to specify the color you want to the Standard Theme or Standard (Simple) or to easily
specify the logo image.

This guide describes the necessary information and steps for creating theme modules by Standard Theme Customize.

Target Readers

This document is for the developers and designers who create theme modules by utilizing Standard Theme Customize. Please
refer to the related document for the details of various products to be used.

UI Design Guideline (PC Version)
Theme Specifications
Release Note

Client Requirements
Supported browsers are listed.

Document Structure

This document is structured as follows.

Creating Theme Modules

Theme modules can be created by Standard Theme Customize. Please refer to Theme Specifications for the details about
theme module.

Note

In case you are to newly create a theme module without using the theme detail or Standard Theme Customize, please refer to
[Theme Specifications]. Please also refer to [ UI Design Guideline (PC Version)], which summarizes UI policies of intra-mart
Accel Platform.
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Prerequisites

You need to prepare the environment which includes Standard Theme Customize module in advance. Please refer to [ Standard
Theme Customize Setup Guide] for details.

It is also assumed that the readers already know the basic operations of intra-mart Accel Platform such as log-in or accessing the
menu. Please contact the person who has built the environment for further clarifications.

Remarks

If theme color is specified to the screen, it cannot completely reproduce the screen after deployment. Some icons and border
colors may be different after the deployment.
Gradation display may vary depending on browsers.

Creating Theme Module

This section describes how to create theme modules by utilizing Standard Theme Customize.

Both the basic operations and the operations for the advanced settings will be described.

It is assumed that the main objective of basic operations is to create the theme module which has different hue from the ones in
the standard theme. It is assumed that the objective of the advanced settings operation is the detail customization which includes
such things as giving different hues to the header and the body, or replacing the logo images.

Screen Configuration

Overall Screen

If you operate in the Operations Area on the left of the screen, operations result will appear on the right part of the screen. You can
operate on the right part of the screen. Please confirm how your selection of theme color is reflected by looking at this area.

Finish Link
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If you click [Finish Standard Theme Customize] on the upper left of the screen, it transitions to the Home screen.

Overall Operations Area

When you open the Operations Area, you can see the configuration as shown above.

Basic Operations

1. Click [Site Map]→[Standard Theme Customize]→[Standard Theme Customize]. [Standard Theme Customize] screen as
shown below is displayed.
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2. Please select the theme type. You can select either standard or simple.

3. Select theme color.

You can either specify the theme color directly or select standard theme color and tune it towards the color you like.

In the screen shot below, the example of selecting brown color and making a little color adjustment is shown.
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1. After you select the color you like, please click [Download] button.
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2. Once [Download] button is clicked, [Theme Property] dialog will be displayed. Please specify the property of theme module.

Theme ID

It is an ID of this theme module. Alphabetic characters, numbers, - (hyphen), and _ (underscore) may be
used for it.
Standard Theme (blue) is im_theme_dropdown_blue.

Version

It is the version number of this theme module. Please specify 3 numbers concatenated with periods like
1.0.0.
Standard Theme (blue) is 8.0.x. The last digit will vary depending on the patch level.

Sort Key
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It is a sort key which is displayed on the Theme Switching screen. Please specify integer value 0 or
greater. If 0 is specified, it is displayed at the top. If they have the same sort key, they are sorted in
ascending order of Theme ID.
It is 10 for Standard Theme (blue).

Theme Name

It is a theme name which is displayed on Theme Switching screen. Please specify it each for Japanese,
English, and Chinese.
It is [intra-mart Accel Platform Standard Theme (blue)] for Standard Theme (blue).

Theme Description

It is the description of the theme which is displayed on the Theme Switching screen. Please enter the
description each for Japanese, English, and Chinese.
It is [This theme is for the drop-down menu with blue as a base tone color.] for Standard Theme (blue).

Theme Module Name

It is a module name which is displayed when this theme module is added to im-Juggling . Please enter
it each for Japanese, English, and Chinese.
It is [intra-mart Accel Platform Standard Theme (blue)] for Standard Theme (blue).

Theme Module Vendor Name

It is a module provider name which is displayed when this theme module is added to im-Juggling .
Please enter it each for Japanese, English, and Chinese.
It is [NTT DATA INTRAMART CORPORATION] for Standard Theme (blue).

Theme Module Description

It is a module description which is displayed when this theme module is added to im-Juggling . Please
enter it each for Japanese, English, and Chinese.
It is [Screen design in drop-down menu format is provided with blue as as a base tone color for PC
browser.] for Standard Theme (blue).

3. Please click [Download] button.

4. Once you click the [Download] button, the message [Theme is being created ...] will be displayed. Download of the file will be
completed after a while.
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5. Please add the downloaded imm file to im-Juggling as a user module. Please click the [+] icon in the figure below, and select
the imm file. This task should be made by the person who has built the environment.

6. Please create and deploy the war file. Refer to intra-mart Accel Platform Setup Guide for the creation and deployment of
war file. This task should be made by the person who has built the environment.

7. When you access [Theme] screen, created theme modules will be displayed as candidates.
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Note

Since it is not possible to get the screen shot, “No image” is used as an image for the screen shot of [Theme] screen.

Note

Error screen which displays [java.io.IOException: Creation of theme module failed.] may be displayed. In case this error occurs,
it can be resolved by doing the disk cleanup. Please refer to Deleting files by Disk Cleanup , and take the action.

Advanced Setting

You can define different theme colors for header and body, change the way gradations are applied, or change logo images.
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Header Color

You can specify how to apply the gradation to both the theme header color and the component header color.

There are the following 3 types of gradations which you can select.

linear

CSS3 linear-gradient

radial

CSS3 radial-gradient

flat

Mono Color

Replacing Logo Images
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Logo images of standard theme and the upper left icon of standard theme simple style can be replaced with the images you like to
use.

File format you can specify is PNG.

Height of the image will be as follows :

Standard Theme

35px

Standard Theme Simple Style

24px

Specifying the Start Position of Global Navigation

Logo image depending on the width of it may overlap with the global navigation or may be placed too far apart from the global
navigation.

You can place global navigation to the appropriate location by specifying the left edge position of it.

Import / Export

Import / Export functions should be utilized to temporarily save the data of the color specified while adjusting the theme module.

If [Export] button is pressed, data of the currently specified color will be displayed in JSON format. Please copy and save this
character string.

If [Import] button is pressed, dialog will be displayed. Please paste JSON character string which was saved by Export, and click
[OK] button.
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Advanced Setting

You can define different theme colors for header and body, change the way gradations are applied, or change logo images.

Header Color

You can specify how to apply the gradation to both the theme header color and the component header color.

There are the following 3 types of gradations which you can select.

linear

CSS3 linear-gradient

radial

CSS3 radial-gradient

flat
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Mono Color

Replacing Logo Images

Logo images of standard theme and the upper left icon of standard theme simple style can be replaced with the images you like to
use.

File format you can specify is PNG.

Height of the image will be as follows :

Standard Theme

35px

Standard Theme Simple Style

24px

Specifying the Start Position of Global Navigation

Logo image depending on the width of it may overlap with the global navigation or may be placed too far apart from the global
navigation.

You can place global navigation to the appropriate location by specifying the left edge position of it.

Import / Export

Import / Export functions should be utilized to temporarily save the data of the color specified while adjusting the theme module.

If [Export] button is pressed, data of the currently specified color will be displayed in JSON format. Please copy and save this
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character string.

If [Import] button is pressed, dialog will be displayed. Please paste JSON character string which was saved by Export, and click
[OK] button.
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